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Abstract. The notion of a 2-structure, is more general than the notion of a graph and less general 
than the notion of a relational structure. This paper develops the theory of 2-structures, and in 
particular it demonstrates that each 2-structure can be constructed from (decomposed into) three 
sorts of “basic” 2-structures. This result is obtained through a (hierarchical) representation of 
2-structures by trees. 
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The concepts of a graph and of a relational .ctmcture are very basic in mathematics 
and computer science. A graph is a binary relation wer a given domain (am3 we 
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assume, as is often done, t at the relation is antireflexive), while a relational structure 
is a set of relations over a given domain. 
1n this paper we introduce and study the notion o 
between the notion of a (finite) gra 
A Z-structwe is a omain D together 
relations over D such that g 
over D is an ordered pair of d 
can be viewed as a generalizatio 
of the notion of a relational structure. 
A basic difference between theories o relational structures and theories of alg4 
(where an algebra is a rela 
is that in the case of algebras, 
theorems in whi 
In most relational syste 
r this particular restriction of the notion of a relational structure, 
decomposition theorem, 
This paper, consisting of two parts, develops the theory of 2-structures. Part I of 
the paper considers basic notions of the theory of 2-structures, and it introduces 
important subclasses of 2-structures. Part II is centered around hierarchical rep- 
resentations of 2-structures by trees. 
Part I is organized as follows. I Section 2 we recall a 
to establish specific notation and rminology for them. 
is introduced and illustrated by examples in Section 3. Also, the relationship between 
2-stru~?urzs and gra 
In Section 4 the n n of a clan is introduced and studied; it is the centra 
of the theory of 2-structures and it corresponds to the notion of a factor in an 
cla f a 2-structure g is a subset Z of the domain of 
s of Z are “seen in the same way” by each element from ou 
each u outside Z all 2-edges from ic to elements of Z are in the same block of 
ition of g), and eat e Z is “seen in the same way” by all 
ements of Z In this section clan-based quotients of 2-structures are introduced 
some basic subclasses of 2-structures are discussed. In pa 
SfrucIUres are introduced-they play the role ok quotie 
Section 5 is rather technical; it studies the notion of connectivity of 2-st 
which is neede in Section 6, where a useful characterization of special 2-structures 
e recall now a n mber of notions, ainly to establish specific notation and 
termino!ogy r them. 
In this pqeu; unless explicitEy dear otherwise, we ~~~~~ide~~~~i~~ 
the famj~y of subsets of 
denotes the set of all si tes the empty se 
us 
denotes the set of all 
is the 2-edge (y, x). 
We use E to denote the inclusion, and c the strict inclusion between sets. 
X, Y are oazerlappi iff X- YfV), Y--Xzf4, and XCT Y 
For a partition 9 of a set B (an equivalence relation R on a set 
[JS] O ([xJR. respectiveivl denotes the block of .oB containing x (the eq 
of y, respectively); we may write [x] whenever 9 (I?, respectively) is clear from the 
context. We assume as usuai that all blocks of a partition are nonempty. 
To simplify the notation, for a function q on ordered pairs and (x, y) in the 
domain of q. we will write 9(x, y) rather than cp((.lc, y)). 
A grqls is ,-&red pair It = ( D, T), where D is a (finite) nonempty set of 
nodes, and T x D is the set of edges. h is symmetric iff for each (x, y ) E T, 
(y9 x) E ILPI; h is arttisy~~me~ric iff for each (x, y ) E T, (y, x) @ T; h is anrirejIe.Gue (or . 
loopless) iff for each x’ E 7, (q x) 5f T. A graph h’ = ( D’, 7’) is the ~~i-se qj’ in iff 
D’= D and T’= ((x, y): (y, s) E T). If h is a linear order and 71’ G D is such that 
either X = (4 or X = {x0,. . . , x,,,}, where m 3 0 and x, is the direct successor of x, I 
for iE{l,... , n;), then X is a segment of 11 (or a segment of D h is de 
the conte:.o of considerations). 
We assume the reader to have a rudimentary knowledge of gra 
C.S.$ [Z-j). 
In this section the notion of a IS-structure, the basic notion of this pager, is 
introduced and illustrated by examples. Also, the relationship between str 
and graphs is discussed. 
3. _A J-;fgKfgrp i(; sin fir/CcretA, pair ( -- --_ -a.m. ) such that D is a none 
finite set, and K is an equivalence relation on E?(D). 
We use 2s to abbreviate the term “2-structure”, a 
es. For a 2s g = ( 
nce wlatinn OJC g; -ir’e use dnm (g ) a-1 
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respectively. We say that e,, e2 E E2e 0) are g-equivalent (or simply equivalent 
whenever g is understood from the co -xt of co 
Since for a 25 g = (D, R ), R is an 
siderations, one or t 
It will be ~otat~o~a~~y conven 
a 2s g we write g = ( 
ar to be a partition of E,(D); o 
subscript, then w 
3.2. aition. Let g = ( D, R) be a 2s, 
substructure ofg iindmxd by X, denote 
A 2s h is a s~~~t~~~t~~e og‘g i ere exists X c 
Let g = (D, 9) be a 2s. Clearly, for each FE 
specify g by giving t e set of graphs 
convenient pictorial representation, in 
representation for 2-structures. 
e. Let g=(D,SP), where D=(1,2,3,4), and 9=(Pl. P2. Pz. Pa) with 
PI = Ul, 2), (3,2), (3,4), (4,3)), 
P? = I( L 3), (2,1), (294) 
p7 = I( 1,4), (2,3), (4,2)L 
&=f(3,lL (4,1) 
For X=(1,3,4], sub,(X)=(X,P), where p’={Pi, Pi, P;,Fi} with 
Pi = P, n (X x X) = ((3,4), (4,3)}, 
Pi = Pz n (X x X) = {( 1,3)}, 
Pi= F&XxX)=((1,4)), 
Fi= .P’n (X x X) = F4. 
e obtain a pictorial represen on of g by giving a pictorial resentation of the 
four graphs g, =(D, F,), g,= F2), g, = (D, P3), and g4 = ( ) (see Figs. l-4). 
One obtains a more convenient (more “compact”) representation of a 2s g = 
nting the set oB grsphs Zg - (( 14, P): FE 9) as 3 
Fig. 3. 
e. For the 2s from the previous example, %-- (and hence &) 
by otTe edge-labeled graph (see Fig. 5). In the same way, for 
Example 3.3, ~SU~z(~~b and heimt sub,C X ) can be represente y the edge-labeled 
It must be stressed here that in representin 
graph choice of labels is rot&y mbit 
etween erent classes of part(g): all a-edge 
label, while 2-edges from different classes must get different labels. 
Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
, ‘7. 
a tic. 
284 A. 
given a 2s g=(D,P) s 
Fig. 11. 
Fig. 12. 
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ation we have present 
es. Obviously, one can als9 tra 
necessarily reversib 
T)) into two classes: 
n establishiq tke eqG~a!ence re!stkz !? G 
e translation int 
In this section th 
examples; it is the c 
h=ic propertkc cf t 
2-struchues= ho, baste 
discussed. 
RQ b t X C D. X is a ck r all 
ZE D-X, (2,x) (x9 z) R (y, z). 
ence, a subset 
“seen in the same way” by each ele 
outside X may see X 
“seen in the same way 
may be seen in difiere 
We use +5’(g) to de 
and {x} E S’(g) for eat 
pk3e clans play a ce 
foilows. 
Let g=(D.R) be a 2s. 
Y are not over 
\Ve use S(g) to hial clans of a 2s g and P%(g) to denote 
we iise 3P(g) to ~IenoTe PX<s) - (0). It follows 
rectly from !I!?9 353;*E 22fii;f6ibn6 Lfi;ll iadi.~ urn... cm is 
P%(g). 
The definition of a clan becomes simpler for reversible 2-structu 
r4etg=(D,R~ hean r2s and let Xc, I 
equivalent: 
(2) forallx,yEXandallzED-X,(z&R(z,y), 
(3) foralh,yEXandallzED-X,(x,z)R(y,z). 
The result follows directly from the definition of a clan an from the dg~~itj~~ 
of an r2s. 13 
The following construction aflows one ofien to consi 
rather than arbitrary Z&structures. 
The reversible version of s, 
A. 
se 
t. 
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We now conc;i+r cbsure p-operties of the fami!y of clans of a 2s. 
)bea2s,andletX, YE% 
(iii) if Y-X #O, theta X - YE % 
Lemma 43(Z), X n Y is a clan. 
(ii) Assume that X n Y f @. Let z E 
ecause X E Z(g), (z, 
ence (2, x) W (2, u). Analog 
ma 4.5(2), (z, x) R (z, _v) 
(iii) Assume that Y - X # 8. Let x, y E 
x, z) R (9, t) and (~7~ z) IQ 
ition, (z, x) R (z, v). 
(z, ~71, and SQ, by Lemma 4.5(2 
hy. Let g be Q ZL an ing c~~~~ of g. 73en X n Y, 
XvY;x-Yban 
Fartitions of the do 
follows. 
ned as 
‘a 
Let g=(D, R) be a 2s. 
partition sf D 
such that dom( 
g, denoted 
( z].,, [~1.~) iff 0, _v) R (.G ~4. 
(2) A 2s g’ is a quotient 2-struct ere exists 3 c_ %(g 
emma 4.1 l(2), g/B is indeed a 2s, an 
~-quotient cf g is well define 
Fig. 17. 
Fig. 18. 
In the above example we have stressed once again the arbitrariness of the choice 
of labels in representing 2-structures by edge-labeled 
where ts, is represe ted are not at all relat 
On the other hand the labek in Fig. 
chosen “logical 
ly seen that the fo~~ow~~ e*-ty 
of dam(g) into clans of g, then rver(g/S) = rver(g)/% 
The relationship between the family o 
%( h,), {l, 2) E S(g). 
e now ina uee i t su 
et =t e a 2s. 
(iii) 
e above definition is referred to as the “angle comfition” 
orefwer, g IS linear b 
re exist exactly two linear 0 statement of 
nding ts the graph ( 
the same set o 
ents of g, the set of w 
Fig. 19. 
s 
is I in 
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By Lemma 5.4, there 
inductive assump 
connected, there exists 
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exists x E X such that 2 = X -(x) is connected. 
is a clan. Consider the partiti 
ZE Z such that (z, x} is a c 
. 
R) be a 2s. If is connecie the is e Y or 
complete. 
roof. WC prwe the lemma by i =G 2, then the Iwma follows 
5. im. Let x E ‘-(t), P?! (x, d), (x, d) an ) are o/C e~~~~~~~~~. 
Since (t, d) E q(g), t) R (x, d). By Lem a 5.6, D’ k a clan, 
and so (t. d) R (.a;, d). I-fence also (x2 t) (t, d) and the claim holds 
By the inductive assumption, subg( D”) is eit lete or linear We consi&r 
en, because sub,C D’) is liiicar, (u, y, z} 
als d, h- 1 it is easily seen 
the angle property (namely (z, u) 
e 0 -St 
s is eci it is eit~~er 
Every c!an of g with at least two elements contains a doubleton c 
We prove the claim by contradiction. Assume that the etai 
Let l C be the smallest (w.r.t. inclusion) counter-example, i.e., a clan 
C of g such that IC( a 2 and C does not contain a doubleton elan Since g is not 
primitive, g contains a nontriviat clan c and so C # D (otherwise (f? wo~id be a 
smaller counter-example). On the other hand, clearly IC[ 2 3. 
Since s k qz!ecia! 2nd C nontriv' ere exists a clan C' ov 
either lC-C‘la2 or jCnC’ja2. y Corollary 4.13 both 
are clans of g and hence either C - C’ or C n C’ is a coun 
included in C; a contradiction. 
Hence the claim holds. III 
Euery clan of g is connected. 
the claim by contrad 
(w.r.t. inclusion) count pie, i.e., a clan that is not c 
maximal (w.r.t. inclusion) 
here exists a cl ave two cases t 
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(1) C’nCz=fiHhen(C:-C’ plicn , -2, ‘93 CL UlJbUPLII~~.~U y” ~~~~~~~afi+n~ na+tEtion of c - C’, because 
{C,, C2) is a discon ected partition of C. Since C’n C, = 0 an 
overlaps C and so by Corollary 4.13, C - Ck %(g). 
Thus C - C’ is a counter-example strictly included in C; a contra 
Then {C’nC,, C’nC1} is a disc 
because (C, , Cz) is a disconnected partiti 
V(g) and so C 6a C’ is a counter-exa 
Since cases (I) and (2) are exhaustive, the claim h 
By the above claim, D is 
complete or linear. Thus the 
connected. Consequently, by Lemma 5.7, g is either 
In this section we investigate mappings 
section is to provide a different (algebraic or 
and in particular on the notion of a clan. 
. 
between 2-structures. The 
categorical) perspective on 
The basic mapping between 2-structures i  given by the following 
ition. Let g, = (Q , R,) and gz = ( Dz, R,) be 2-structures. A function 
9 : D1 + D2 is a morphism from g, into g2, ifi-, for ai (x2, yz), ( uz, vz) E E2( LA) and 
all xi E so-‘(&), yl e cp-‘(y& uI E cp-‘(Q, v1 E (cm’( tb), if (?L;, y?), (uz, vz) are not 
g2-equivalent, then (x,, yl), ( ul, ol) are not g,-equivalent. 
7.2. ~xam~:~. (I) Let g, be the 2s shown in Fig. 20 and let g2 be the 2s shown in 
Fig. 21. Let Q : { 11,2,3 + {1,2) be defined by ~(1) = (p(2) = 1 aud ~(3) = 2. 
a morphism from because (2,3), (3,1) are g, -equivalen 
(P(2), Q(3)) = (1,2), (~(3), Q( 1)) = (2,l) are not g,-e;luivalent. 
(2) Consider now the mapping + : { 1,2,3} + { 1,2} defined by (G(I) - $(3j = 2 and 
(2) = 1. + is a morphism from g, into gz. 
by cp(l)=q$!)=l, q7(3)==3 a 
Fig. 22. 
Fig. 23. 
Fig. 24. 
(2) Let g, be the 2s shown in Fig. 24 and let q be as under ( I). 4p is a morphism 
from g, into h. 
An isomorphism between 2-structures i  define now as follows. 
Let 60 be a mo sm from a 2s g, i 
M gr onto g2 iff p is a bijecti and 6’ is a mo 
2Structures g, 9 g2 are ~§~~~~~~~~ if there exists an isomo~his 
g2; we write then g, isom g,. 
The central notion of this section is defined as follows. 
= ( D1, R,) and g2 = ( D2 , R2) be 2-structures and p a morph- 
q is a c-nwphism iff for all (x2, y2), ( u2, q) s E2( D2) and all 
_y: C= m 
-7 
-‘(&, y, f qp(y,), ti, c ir^ -‘(:_._\ \w.zi, 01 E q -l(z+j, 
eiuivalent, then (x, , yl), (u, , v,) are g,-equivalent. 
if (x2, y2), (ti2, v2) are g2- 
7.6. Example. (1) Let gz, ,+ and q be as in Exampie 7.3. cp is a morphism from g2 
ever it is not a c-morphism, becaus, p (!,4), (1,3) are not g,-equivalent. 
while (q(l), q(4)) = (1,4), (cp( l), q(3)) = (1,3) are h-equivalent. 
(2) Let g, be the 2s shown in Fig. 25 and let h and 4p be as in Example 7.3. p is 
a c-morphism from g3 into h. It is not an isomorphism, because ~0 is not a bijection. 
(3) Let g, be the 2s shown in Fig. 26, let Ca be the 2s from Example 7.3 and let 
~:{1,2,3,4}-+{1,2,3,4} be defined by (t(4)=1, #(3)=2, $(1)=4, and $(2)=3. 
JI is ar; isomorphism of g4 onto ~5. 
Our notion of a morphism is a categorical one (see, e.g., [3]): an isomorphism 
is a bijective morphism the inverse of which is also a morphism. On the other hand, 
the notion of a c-morphism is algebraic (see, e.g., [ 11) in the sense that an isomorph- 
ism is a bijective c-morphism; the following result follows directly from Definitions 
7.4 and 7.5. 
Fig. 26. 
7.7. Let g, 9 g, be 2-structures and Iet cp be a bijective rno~~~~~s~~ ofg, onto 
g2. Tkn Q is an ;so,msrphism $Q is a c-morphism. 
The ialswing rzsii’lt demonstrates that the notion of a clan arises very naturally 
in considerations concerning c-morphisms. 
Let g, = ( D1, R,), g2 = ( D2, R2) be 2-structures and let Q be a c- 
morphism from g, into g2. For each ZE D2, Q-‘(2)~ %(g,). 
roof. Let 7 E D2. Assume to the contrary that Q-‘( z)$ %(g,); hence there exist 
tED, -Q-!(Z) and X, y E Q-‘(Z) such that (t, x), (t., y) we not eqciva!ent. But 
(~(t),~(x\i=(Q(t),z)=(Q(t),cp(y)) and so because q is a c-morphism, (t,x), 
(t, y j must be equivalent; a contradiction. 
Hence GO-‘(z)E %(g,) and the result holds. Cl 
Let g3, h and Q be as in Example 7.6(2). Q is a c-morphism from g, 
into h and consequently Q-‘(1)={1,2}~ %(g3). 
As to the “converse” of Theorem 7.8, we can prove even a more general result. 
Let g = ( D, R) be a 2s, kt 9 be a pa&ion of D into clans and let Q 
be the function on D dejned by: .for all x E Di Q(x) = [xl,,. en Q is a c-morphism 
_from g onto g/ %. 
roof. The result ~Q~!WVS directly from the definition of a quotient of a 2s. KI 
7.1 e. Let g, B1, S2 and 9?3 be as in Example 4.15. 
I[‘_, 21, :Z:, _I$, 5:: 5: Cefinzd by cp,(rj = 
-Ia, 51. Let Q2: U,2,% 4,51+ w, (21, (3, Qdl) =-M QJ2) = 
(2), Q2(3j = ~~(4) = (3,4), $02(5j = (5;. Le.; q3; 3 3, (3949 m ‘tie 
9 21, (p3(3) = Q3( 
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Consequently, p, is 2 c-morphism fro 
g onto g/B,, and qos is a c-morphis 
onto g/S,, q2 is a c-morp 
The letter c in t e term “c-morphism” stands for “clan”; T 
explain why this name was chosen. 
ur considerations cancer 
9) where 9 is the correspondin 
of E,(D). Hence it is instructive to %anslate” the 
considering absve into the framework of partitions. IS ts done as follows. 
1 a+ LLC g, =(&P,) and gz= (G, _ 5%) be 2-structures and ‘net + . D + E&. T&2 
function cp is extended to a partial functi I) into E,(C,) by setting, 
for each 6, Y) E &UT), dk y)) = M 
unde otherwise. Then p is extended to a function from 2E,’ D,, into 2 ‘,( “2’ by 
setting for each X C_ (JO = k(x), P(Y)): 0, y) e A’ and so((x, y), defined). 
Now the notion of sm between 2-structures can be “rephrased” as follows 
(the proof of the following result follows directly from the relevant deli 
2. Theorem. Let g, = (0, , P,) and g, = (D, -3 9%) be 2-structures, and let q : D, + 
Dz. Then 9 is a n~orp~~~srn from g, intogz r each P, E 9, there e_xiw E Y2 such 
that <p( P,) c_ P?. 
Let g, =(D,, .9$) and gZ= (D-,, p-) be 2-structures and let 50 : D, + Dz be a _
morphism from g, into g,. The mapping @ : P, + Pz u (8) is defined by: for each 
P,E%, $V,)=P i cp(Pi)=O, and if cp(P,)#C, !!xa Cp(P,)= P, iff cp(P& P?. 
Using the 4 mapping we can characterize c-morphisms t rough the following 
rather obvious result. 
Let g, = (D, , p,) and gz = ( Dz, 9$) be 2-structures, an tqxD,+ 
be a morphism from g, into g2. Then cp is a c-morphism #for aii P, E d, with 
f P’, @(P) = $( P’) implies cp( P) = cp( P’) = 0. 
For a 2s g we will use I (g) to denote the set of all 2-structures h such that 
(1) dam(h) = dam(g), and 
dam(g) is a morphism from g onto 
quite useful in the considerations of Part !I of this 
w2 VA!! use the following technical resu!t which 
E UN/l(g), then the part&n of g is a refine 
c 
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er we have developed the hack t 
ian has turned out to 
tures was established. 
trees will1 be investigated. In particular it will be shown that primitive, I 
ed in Part I are fundamental in the sen 
2-structure ca from these three basic sorts o 
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